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 MISC in Action 

  View pictures from        
  many of our events: 

 Electoral Reform 2016: 

Ottawa and Montreal 

 Trudeaumania 2016 

 Eakin Lecture 2016 

 Annual Conference 

2017 

 Social Licence 2017 

 View all albums 

MISC in Action | You can find these pictures and many more online! 

Welcome to our 2017 Newsletter! 
 

We are delighted to share some highlights of the past few months, introduce you to 

our new visiting scholars, and look ahead at what’s next and new for 2017-2018.  

Winter 2017 was an eventful term for MISC, sometimes too eventful. From August 

to March, Dr. Andrew Potter, former editor-in-chief of the Ottawa Citizen, served as 

director of MISC. Andrew oversaw an ambitious and thoroughly successful series of 

public events on an expansive new cross-country scale. He stepped down as 

director in March but remains at MISC as a valued colleague, teaching our core 

introductory course and a topical seminar on populism and the media.  

Last month, historian Elsbeth Heaman stepped in as interim director of MISC. She 

builds on a long connection with MISC, as a Canadian Studies lecturer and 

academic program director. Indeed, her recent book, A Short History of the State in 

Canada (2015), is largely a distillation of our introductory survey course, CANS 200, 

which she long taught or co-taught with Professor Antonia Maioni. You can find an 

extract of her director’s statement below.  

June 2017 

https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipNsXIsVXwyG_MCWcSvJigeIz2LetbsO7v6KNrUkuzUaZw-OT-aO4PycPrye5-DZbw?key=RWdWX3YydHZVTEw2VG1SODdRZS12Z04xMEwzNmJB
https://goo.gl/photos/Vx5KTZynduyKZScv7
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipPV_KLEDJCn7wFOlXm7FWqMNoAU6iCf1p3khHARQg5HI6QdH22PelSVeOEUM4wJRQ?key=T0I4N3ZOVWVNZEM5WWstYy14V2wwd25vYXJjWmln
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipOL-urRUIx0T-aJZQbx-YOcf7z0FYdqhyqfQrvjaYKS1uRIb9f6Z3riKiwg9IYX1A?key=eDV0UXcxYlVZMEZya1k1VEt2TkRXU0Fxcmo3MkVn
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMBReDNGg2SKyoX6HaPPNYceLvN3QxADgBdcqKJaG9o73CjPwchEWAGEDAjnZF7DA?key=SFo3N3FZU0NqT0ZDVDJMb21ONlJiWEViOVNQZFdB
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipMBReDNGg2SKyoX6HaPPNYceLvN3QxADgBdcqKJaG9o73CjPwchEWAGEDAjnZF7DA?key=SFo3N3FZU0NqT0ZDVDJMb21ONlJiWEViOVNQZFdB
https://photos.google.com/u/1/share/AF1QipPvmwK4vmJdlcQcn-5Ue98VdIqs_3pqMBeaB_TuqawPujgeusYlxhpGbjza-Dkytw?key=S3RjMXVTUnlsbGpTaUtCNVZxdlFJRFNrMVpYMDhB
https://photos.google.com/u/1/albums
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Highlights of 2016 and 2017 
    Should we change how we vote?  

In October 2016, MISC, in partnership with the McGill Faculty of 

Law and the School of Public Policy and Governance at University 

of Toronto, hosted a two-day public symposium on Canada's 

electoral system. The well-attended event received great media 

coverage, and resulted in the publication of a collection of essays, 

addressing the pressing questions raised during the symposium. 

You can order your copy here.  

22nd Annual Conference 

In February 2017, in celebration of Canada’s 150th anniversary, 

MISC held its 22nd annual conference on the very timely matter of 

immigration and multiculturalism. At a time when all eyes were 

(and to this moment, still are) focused on the U.S. and changing 

immigration and traveling laws, the two-day event presented an 

engaging opportunity for government officials, journalists, and 

scholars from various fields to debate to what extent Canadians 

are, indeed, exceptional and unique in their approach to  

welcoming newcomers and embracing diversity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A survey, undertaken by the McGill Institute for the Study of 

Canada in cooperation with the School of Public Policy and 

Governance (SPPG) at the University of Toronto, surveyed 1,522 

Canadians in January 2017 about their understanding of and 

preferences for immigration policy. The results not only 

dominated the debate at the conference, but surprised many  

participants with its findings. As Terry Glavin phrased it, the 

“Canadians are not as good as we pretend (but we’re still 

pretty good)”. To read more about the survey, the conference and 

the survey results, check out our Conference News Page. 

Additional information about the conference (and all our previous 

conferences) can be found here.   

Senator Ratna Omidvar at MISC’s Annual Conference 
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 “The way forward is to ensure we 

have a public policy dialogue that is 

not alt-right or far-left. It has to be in 

the middle and we have to focus not 

on values, but on programming and 

outcomes that enable what we vision 

exceptionalism to be.” Conservative 

MP Michelle Rempel, speaking at 

the MISC annual conference. 

 “We need be aware of the constant 

risks that we face as a country and as 

a world; of the excesses, the terrible 

excesses, and the terrible damage that 

the triumph of narrow and nasty ideo-

logies can take and the risks that they 

present to all of us. And when I say all 

of us, that means Canada. (…) Tragi-

cally, we are a country that shares the 

pain, the excesses of this world. And 

that is who we are. I also believe, (…) 

good public policy is what happens 

when you have exhausted all the alter-

natives.” Bob Rae, in his keynote    

address at the MISC annual confer-

ence.   

Voices 
 “Each of these short essays deep-

ens the realization that defenders of 

the current system need to extend 

their research on the impact of the 

electoral system on Canada’s political 

culture.” Patrice Dutil, on ‘Should We 

Change How We Vote?’ 
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https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/channels/news/now-published-should-we-change-how-we-vote-267325
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz2Mwi7gXqBqQnVQWWNRYUtudFE/view
https://mcgill.ca/misc/events/past-conferences/2017-press-coverage
https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/events/past-conferences
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     What is Social Licence?  

Following a very intriguing and successful annual 

conference, we didn’t waste any time in organizing our 

very first event held in British Columbia. We were 

overwhelmed by the warm reception, positive 

response and audience engagement we encountered. 

A short, but concentrated two-hour event, held at the 

Musqueam Cultural Centre Gallery on Musqueam 

lands in Vancouver, focused on the question of Social 

Licence, a topic which has been at the centre of 

public discourse for quite a while and with particular 

urgency in British Columbia, where the interests of oil 

producers, Indigenous communities, and environmentalists compete over the issue of pipe lines . 

 

    2017 Eakin Lecture 

Also in March, our 2017 Visiting Eakin Fellow, Allison Harell, gave 

an insightful and engaging presentation on Free Speech in a 

Multicultural Democracy. The 2017 Winter Eakin Lecture focused 

on whether and when citizens in Canada and the United States 

are willing to limit free speech and other civil liberties and for 

whom, with a special focus on the role diversity plays in these 

judgements.  

“General support for free speech is much higher than support 

for free speech in practice.”  Allison Harell 

 

Book Talk with Jatinder Mann: The Search for a New National Identity 

In our most recent event, we were delighted to host Jatinder Mann for a presentation and dynamic 

discussion of his new book, The Search for a New National Identity: The Rise of Multiculturalism in 

Canada and Australia, 1890s-1970s.   

If you wish to order the book, click here for a special discount offer (valid until 18/8/2017). 

Looking Ahead at 2017-2018 

More events are being planned for 2017 and 2018, so keep an eye out for more information!  

September 14th | Celebrating the career of Professor and founding director of the McGill Institute 

for the Study of Canada, Desmond Morton. 

A public lecture will take place marking Professor Morton’s 80th birthday and recognizing his contribution 

to Canadian History.  

 

Eakin Lecture - Fall 2017 |  With Dr. George Colpitts, 2017 Visiting Eakin Fellow in Canadian 

Studies, associate professor and an environmental historian from the University of Calgary. 

J.R. Mallory Lecture - Fall 2017 | With Dr. Veronica Strong-Boag, F.R.S.C., Professor Emerita at the 

Institute for Gender, Race, Sexuality and Social Justice/Educational Studies of the University of British 

Columbia. 
 

More details to follow.  
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https://thetyee.ca/Presents/2017/03/01/Social-Licence-Debate-Vancouver-Panel/
https://thetyee.ca/Presents/2017/03/01/Social-Licence-Debate-Vancouver-Panel/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8fq1egJMQJMXhmWnNTdTRCVk0/view?usp=sharing
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Looking at the next academic year… 
 

2017-2018 Eakin Visiting Scholars 

Looking ahead, we are very happy to announce our new Eakin Visiting Scholars for 

2017-2018. For the autumn semester, we welcome Dr George Colpitts, an 

associate professor from the University of Calgary and an environmental historian. He 

is the author of several books that explore the ways in which residents of western 

Canada understand and position themselves in relation to the natural world. His course 

at the MISC this fall, “Fur Metropolis: Montreal and the Fur Industry Past and Present,” 

will bring west and east into focus together. It will examine the institutional, social, 

geographic and economic factors that helped make Montreal the “jumping off” point for 

the French and later British fur trades in 17th through the 18th centuries, the 

relationships between town merchants and traders linking the town to distant western and northwestern sources of 

supply, and the development of trading traditions which became patently associated with Montreal. 

For winter 2018, our Eakin Visiting Scholar comes from across the pond:                          

Dr Michèle Mendelssohn is an associate professor in the Department of English 

at Oxford University. Dr Mendelssohn's research focuses on late 19th and early 20th-

century transatlantic literature, with a particular interest in decadence, race, gender, and 

sexuality, as well as in visual and material culture. Dr Mendelssohn will be teaching a 

course on “Cultures of Cosmopolitanism in Canadian Literature.” As always, our Eakin 

Visiting Scholars will give public lectures so keep an eye out for those announcements. 

Montreal, fur, decadence: the possibilities are intriguing!  

 

2017-2018 CANS courses announced 

Our Fall 2017 and Winter 2018 Canadian Studies courses have been announced and are now available to be 

viewed on our website. Some are longstanding core courses or courses back by popular demand, and 

others are newly developed courses that offer fresh interdisciplinary perspectives on a variety of topics that are 

important to our understanding of Canada. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

For more information about Canadian Studies courses and the Canadian Studies undergraduate programs, please 

refer to our website. 

CANS 200: Introduction to the Study of Canada  

CANS 301: Language, Identity, and Nation in Canada and Quebec  

CANS 315: Indigenous Art and Culture  

CANS 405: Fur Metropolis: Montreal and Fur Industry Past and Present  

CANS 301: History of Sexuality in Canada  

CANS 303: Rebuilding Indigenous Governance within Canada  

CANS 306: Issues in Native Studies  

CANS 310: Canadian Cultures 

CANS 405: Cultures of Cosmopolitanism in Canadian Literature  Context and Issues  

CANS 406: Media, Politics, and Populism  

CANS 413: Living in Montreal: History of Ethnicity from the 19th Century to Contemporary  

CANS 501: Canada and Railways 

https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/undergraduate/courses
https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/undergraduate/cans
https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/
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A few words of introduction from our incoming interim 
director, Elsbeth Heaman. 
 

I’m a transplanted British Columbian, who has lived in Montreal, on and 

off, for almost twenty years, and has had a second home at the MISC for 

much of the last decade. A historian by training (UVic, McGill, and 

University of Toronto), I have broad interests across the whole range of 

Canadian history. It has been my great privilege to direct, teach in, and 

advise for the Canadian Studies program at the McGill Institute for the 

Study of Canada, working alongside three previous directors, and it is my 

greater privilege now to carry on their work. 

As expressed in our mission statement, the Institute has both a 

specifically pedagogical and a broader public mission, but our location in 

McGill University requires that we consider the interests of students in 

everything we do. Above all, we seek to nurture new generations of intellectually sophisticated and informed 

citizens by providing them with opportunities to think about Canada in all its different manifestations and 

conditions. We have done this work for decades in partnership with Canadianists, interested non-Canadianists, 

and even anti-Canadianists, of all disciplines and stripes across McGill University and Montreal, across Canada, 

and well beyond Canada; and we will continue to build on those alliances and bonds. Recently, our 

longstanding program in Canadian Studies was joined administratively by a new program in Indigenous Studies, 

which is helping us to rethink some basic questions along lines suggested by the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission.  

We encourage conversations across disciplinary boundaries and amongst a diversity of stake-holders and 

interests in and out of the university. We hold no brief for any particular outcomes but instead try to enhance 

and enrich the broad range of public debate in Canada about Canada. We try to understand our exceptionally 

pluralist and complicated heritage with humility, and to analyze measurable patterns of cause and effect as they 

point towards an exceptionally diverse future. 

 

McGill Institute for the Study of Canada (MISC) 

3463 Peel Street 

Montreal, QC, H3A 1W7 

Phone: 514-398-8346 

Website: https://www.mcgill.ca/misc 

Email: misc.iecm@mcgill.ca  

Follow us on social media! 

Twitter: @MISCCAN 

Facebook: McGill Institute for the Study of Canada 

LinkedIn:  McGill Institute for the Study of Canada  

 

https://www.mcgill.ca/misc/
mailto:misc.iecm@mcgill.ca
https://twitter.com/MISCCAN
https://www.facebook.com/McGill-Institute-for-the-Study-of-Canada-150347341735712/?ref=hl
http://www.linkedin.com/in/misc-iecm

